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Motivation I

X Cournot market: basic model for oligopoly theory (quantity). For affine
demand p = α− Q, profit functions are

ui (Qi ) = Qi (p − h) = Qi (α− h − Q)

where (cost input) h < α is assumed to be given. But2

where does cost input h come from?

do firms produce the inputs themselves or

do they purchase their inputs from a third-party supplier?

X Concerns about the robustness of the results – insights obtained by the
prevailing approach.

1Leslie M. Marx and Greg Schaffer, “Cournot competition with a common input
supplier”, Working paper Duke University, 2015.
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Motivation II

X Strategic considerations come into play

1 do firms have own production capacities?
firms may produce limited quantities −→ need to place orders.

2 does the supplier (third party) know the actual demand?
if he asks for a “too high” price −→ no transactions take place.

3 the supplier becomes a player in a 2-stage sequential game.
what is his equilibrium strategy?

X Key in studying the effects of an exogenous source of supply for Cournot
oligopolists: relation between demand and various costs.
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Objective

X It is the aim of this paper is to:

1 address these questions: complete/ incomplete information market
structure

2 extend classic Cournot theory to oligopolies that may purchase addi-
tional quantities from a supplier

3 determine the equilibrium strategies of the Cournot oligopolists and the
supplier.

X How : endogenize the oligopolists cost parameter(s) in a 2-stage
sequential game.
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Model - Notation I

X We follow the classic Cournot oligopoly

1 one homogenous good;

2 fixed number of n ≥ 2 profit maximizing firms;

3 competition over quantity;

4 quantity choices are simultaneous and independent;

5 affine inverse demand function:

p = α− Q

where Q :=
∑n

i=1 Qi and α is the demand parameter.
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Model - Notation II

X With following differences

1 capacity constraints: firms may produce limited quantities ti
up to Ti at a common fixed marginal h cost (normalized to 0);

2 external supplier: firms may order additional quantities qi
at cost w > 0 set by the supplier;

external supplier: may produce unlimited quantities
but at a higher cost c > 0 with profit r := w − c.

3 demand uncertainty: 0 ≤ α random variable −→ for the supplier,
with non-atomic distribution and finite expectation E (α) < +∞.

X All the above are common knowledge among the market participants.
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Formal setting: 2 variations

X Market structure represented by a sequential 2-stage game. We examine
2 variations depending on the timing of the demand realization

X Complete information
Demand realization. Demand parameter α observed by the supplier
and the retailers.
1st Stage. Supplier sets price w = r + c.
2nd Stage. Retailers set quantities Qi (w) = ti (w) + qi (w).

X Incomplete information
1st Stage. Supplier sets price w , based on his belief about α.
Demand realization. Demand parameter α observed by the retailers.
2nd Stage. Retailers set quantities Qi (w).
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Complete information – Equilibria

X Case I
duopoly with T1 > T2 (big and small firm);

complete information: supplier knows demand parameter α.

X Result:

Proposition. Given the values of α and w , the second stage equilibrium
strategies between retailers R1 and R2 for all possible values of T1 ≥ T2
are given by
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Complete information – Equilibria II

X Case II
duopoly with identical firms T1 = T2 = T ;

X Result:
Theorem 3.5
The 2-stage game has a unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium under
which

1st Stage. supplier’s profit margin: r∗ (α) = 1
2 (α− 3T − c)+

2nd Stage. each firm produces: t∗
i (w) = T − 1

3 (3T − α)+

and orders: q∗
i (w) = 1

3 (α− 3T − w)+

X For α “big enough”: Q∗
i = 1

3 (α− w) as in the classic Cournot.

X Theorem 3.5 generalizes to n > 2 firms.
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Incomplete information – Equilibria I

X Case III
duopoly with identical firms T1 = T2 = T ;

incomplete information: supplier’s belief (distribution) about demand
parameter α is continuous (non-atomic).

X Result: A. necessary condition.

Expressed in terms of the mean residual lifetime (MRL) function m (·) of
the supplier’s belief

m (t) : =

E (α− t | α > t) = E (α− t)+

1− F (t) if P (α > t) > 0

0 otherwise

X Used in actuaries/reliability: not (to our knowledge) in a Cournot context.
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Incomplete information – Equilibria II

X Case III (continued)
duopoly with identical firms T1 = T2 = T ;

incomplete information: supplier’s belief about demand parameter α is
continuous.

X Formally:

Theorem 4.3 A. necessary condition
If a Bayes - Nash equilibrium exists, i.e. if the optimal profit margin r∗ of
the supplier exists when the firms follow their second stage equilibrium
strategies, then it satisfies the fixed point equation

r∗ = m (r∗ + 3T + c)

X Hence r∗ is a fixed point of a translation of the MRL function.
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Incomplete information – Equilibria III

X Case III (continued)
duopoly with identical firms T1 = T2 = T ;

incomplete information: supplier’s belief about demand parameter α is
continuous.

X Result: B. sufficient conditions.

If the belief has bounded support, then an equilibrium exists.
If the MRL function is decreasing, then an equilibrium exists and is
unique.

X “Most” distributions that are used in oligopoly applications have the
DMRL property.
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Incomplete information – Equilibria IV

X Case III (continued)
duopoly with identical firms T1 = T2 = T ;

incomplete information: supplier’s belief about demand parameter α is
continuous.

X Formally:

Theorem 4.3 (B. sufficient condition)
Under the DMRL property, the optimal profit margin r∗ of the supplier
exists under equilibrium and it is the unique solution of the equation

r∗ = m (r∗ + 3T + c)

X For identical firms the results generalize to n > 2.
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Incomplete information – Equilibria IV

X Case III (continued)
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Classic Cournot – Equilibria V

X Special case T = 0:
classic Cournot duopoly with an external supplier;

duopolists’ cost = price set by the supplier under incomplete informa-
tion about the demand parameter α;

X Result: For supplier’s cost c < rangeα same as in classic Cournot

Corollary 4.6
Under the DMRL property the 2-stage game has a unique subgame perfect
Bayes - Nash equilibrium under which

1st stage: the supplier sells at: r∗ = m (r∗)
2nd stage: each firm orders: q∗ (r) = 1

3 (α− r)+
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Remarks I

X Through the fixed point equation – study variational properties of the
equilibrium

Corollary 4.3
Under the DMRL property:

1 If the firms’ own production capacity T increases, then at equilibrium,
the supplier’s profit margin and the price he asks, both decrease.

2 Whereas if the cost of the supplier increases, then at equilibrium, the
supplier’s profit margin decreases while the price he asks increases.
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Remarks II

X Similarly – measure the inefficiencies at equilibrium due to incomplete
information

Theorem 5.2
Under the DMRL property:

1 The conditional probability that a transaction does not occur under
equilibrium in the incomplete information case, given that a transaction
would have occurred under equilibrium if we had been in the complete
information case, can not exceed the bound: 1− e−1.

2 This bound is tight over all DMRL distributions.
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Remarks III

X Lastly, examine possible relaxations of the DMRL property – mainly via
the increasing generalized failure rate (IGFR) property.

X e.g. Pareto distribution: not DMRL / has IGFR property, yet an optimal
strategy for the supplier does not exist – No Nash Equilibrium.

Let α ∼ f (α) = k
αk+1 for α ≥ 1 and 3T > 1.

Mean residual lifetime: m (r) = r
k−1

Generalized failure rate: rh (r) = c

Supplier has no optimal strategy for 1 < k < 2, since

us (r) = 2
3 (k − 1) r (r + c + 3T )1−k → +∞

as r → +∞.
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